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3Cabana Pricing, 
Self Build, 
Self Outfitted

Cubicco Essential package*:      $  17,000

Shipping FOB Miami:       $    -------

      Total:    $  17,000

Self Outfitted scenario available from 10 Cabanas or 

more. As part of the Cubicco home package, Cubicco 

will provide 1 person for oversight, training and 

quality inspections at travel and subsistence cost only 

for the first unit, to help make the project successful. 

Cubicco Warranty period of 12 month will still be 

applicable and apply to the structural parts only. 

Customer is free to self select and install outfitting 

equipment.

(shared with Cubicco home shipment, where possible)



4Cabana Pricing, 
Self Build

Cubicco Essential package*:      $  17,000

Basic Outfit package **:      $    1,125

Shipping FOB Miami:       $    -------

      Total:    $  18,125

Self Build scenario available from 10 Cabanas or more. 

As part of the Cubicco home package, Cubicco will 

provide 1 person for oversight, training and quality 

inspections at travel and subsistence cost only for 

the first unit, to help make the project successful.  

Warranty period of 12 month will still be applicable if all 

inspection points have been passed satisfactorily.



5Cabana Essential 
Package Labor

Direction to the average estimated hours of labor required 

to assemble the Cubicco Cabana Essential Package. 

Estimated carpenter team hours       63 hrs

Estimated helper team hours              100 hrs

Estimated Spraycork Technician hours                   16 hrs

Total estimated hours based on achieving 

through put rate of 1 Cabana/month.

Cubicco Labor Estimates:



6Cabana Packages 
Background

Contains the parts and materials to assemble a 

Cubicco Cabana unit. It uses the same in- and outside 

high performance construction layers. Optimal style 

matching and the great look and feel are included in 

the Essential level.

Cubicco Essential Package* Items included are:

  .LVL and sheet materials

  .Insulation materials

  .External and Internal finishes

  .Roofing Membranes and RWL’s

  .Steel support Legs and Lifting brackets

  .Screws, bolts, adhesives, sealants necessary for assembly





8Packages 
Background

Optional packages are available separately to increase the complete 

Cubicco home’s performance in areas like energy, rain water, waste 

or home control, or simply increase luxury level by adding shutters for 

instance.

Optional Packages
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